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Background
BSBY is published by Bloomberg Index Services Limited (“BISL”) daily based on a methodology that uses a
three-day rolling window of input data. Under the current methodology, the minimum thresholds are $60
billion for the Overnight, $10 billion for 1M, $10B for the 3M, $10B for the 6M and $9B for the 12M rate
(“Minimum Thresholds”).
The transaction-related input data is aggregated and contributes to each tenor based on the respective daysto-maturity (“DTM”) corridor of the underlying instruments. For example, BSBY Overnight has a DTM corridor
of one to five days; BSBY 1M has a corridor of six to forty-five days.
In the event a Minimum Threshold is not met, the current BSBY construction algorithm relies on a lookback
process that expands the window by incremental days (with a maximum of five days) to meet the required
threshold per tenor. If none of the incremental lookbacks achieve the required input data volume, the previous
business day BSBY rate is carried over for such tenor (the “Carry Forward”).
Historically, BSBY calculations reflect a limited use of the existing lookback mechanism. For example, the BSBY
3M required a fourth day lookback in 2.5% of rate calculations over the past five years with no need to use a
fifth day. The Carry Forward has never been needed on any BSBY tenors over this period. Nevertheless,
following discussions with clients and other stakeholders, BISL has determined to issue this consultation to
gather market feedback on whether to enhance the resiliency of the BSBY methodology during periods of
extreme market stress.
For clarity, these enhancements would only apply during—and for so long as—these extreme market scenarios
are in effect, if ever, and would not otherwise change the day-to-day calculation or existing historical
performance of the BSBY rate.
As a reminder, BSBY is not currently available for use as a benchmark under the UK Benchmark
Regulation and must not be used as a benchmark in the United Kingdom.
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Executive Summary
BISL is soliciting stakeholder feedback on changes to the BSBY methodology’s calculation waterfall process, in lieu of the
Carry Forward, in the event the relevant Minimum Thresholds are not met (the “Calculation Waterfall”). 1
The first step is to expand the DTM corridor for the affected tenor to include the adjacent input data (“Initial Expansion” or
“IE”). For example, BSBY 3M would include input data from the BSBY 1M and the BSBY 6M.
If the Minimum Threshold remains unmet, then the rate would be calculated using a linear regression global fit of all input
data across the curve (“Global Fit” or “GF”).
In the event the Global Fit calculation fails to meet the requisite Minimum Threshold, the rate would be calculated by
applying a formulaic spread to the New York Fed’s Overnight Bank Funding Rate (“OBFR”). Figure 1 depicts this updated
Calculation Waterfall as compared to the current BSBY methodology.
Figure 1

Each of these steps is described in further detail below along with relevant information regarding input data volumes and
hypothetical rate performance.
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The current BSBY methodology is available under the ‘Resources’ tab here: https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/product/indices/bsby/
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Enhancement Step 1 – Initial Expansion
In the event the calculation window expansion to five days fails to meet the relevant Minimum Threshold for a particular
tenor, rather than trigger the Carry Forward, such tenor’s calculation will include input data from adjacent tenors under the
Initial Expansion enhancement. For example, if the BSBY 1M fails to meet its Minimum Threshold, input data from the
Overnight and the 3M will be included. 2
The table below defines the DTM range for each rate under the Initial Expansion scenario.
Ticker

Evaluation Point
(DTM in Calendar days)

IE DTM Range
Start
End

BSBYON

Next business day

1

45

BSBY1M

30

1

125

BSBY3M

90

6

240

BSBY6M

180

46

400

BSBY12M

365

126

400

Figure 2 below depicts this Initial Expansion from an input data perspective using the BSBY 3M as an example.
Figure 2

2

For the Overnight, just the 1M transaction volumes would be included.
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Enhancement Step 2 – Global Fit
In the event the Initial Expansion still fails to meet the Minimum Threshold due to extreme market illiquidity, then the input
data for all BSBY tenors will be included and the calculation algorithm will be calculated as a Global Fit.
Figure 3 below depicts this Global Fit from an input data perspective using the BSBY 3M as an example.
Figure 3

The BSBY index team has tested these enhancements to assess historic input data volumes available under each scenario.
Figure 4 below depicts average volumes for the BSBY 1M under the Initial Expansion and the Global Fit against the average
input data volumes for the standard BSBY 1M rate calculations as well as the average input data volumes using the full fiveday lookback. As can be seen, average input data volumes are well above relevant Minimum Thresholds.
Figure 4
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Figure 5 below depicts average input data volumes for the BSBY 3M under the Initial Expansion and the Global Fit against
the average input data volumes for the standard BSBY 3M rate calculations as well as the average input data volumes using
the full five-day lookback.
Figure 5

The BSBY index team has tested these enhancements to assess performance of the rate under each scenario, as well.
Figure 6 below depicts the performance of the BSBY 1M under the Initial Expansion and the Global Fit against both the
standard BSBY 1M performance as well as the performance using the full five-day lookback.
Figure 6
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Figure 7 below depicts the performance of the BSBY 3M under the Initial Expansion and the Global Fit against both the
standard BSBY 3M performance as well as the performance using the full five-day lookback.
Figure 7

As noted in our July, 2021 report, underlying input data volumes remained significant even during the March 2020 period
of market stress (March 18, 2020 to April 1, 2020). Accordingly, we also tested BSBY’s proposed Calculation Waterfall
changes by significantly downscaling the overall set of input data across the curve. For BSBY 1M, just the Initial Expansion
was necessary. For BSBY 3M, the Global Fit was needed under this hypothetical scenario analysis.
Figure 8 below depicts the performance of the BSBY 1M using the Initial Expansion against the standard BSBY 1M
performance.
Figure 8
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Figure 9 below depicts the performance of the BSBY 3M using the Global Fit against the standard BSBY 3M performance.
Figure 9

Enhancement Step 3 – Publicly Available Bank Funding Rate Plus Spread Add-On
In addition to the Initial Expansion and Global Fit enhancements set forth above, the BSBY index team proposes a sixth and
final step in the Calculation Waterfall in the event underlying markets for BSBY lock-up (“Level 6”).
Under this market crisis scenario, BSBY would produce a rate by calculating a per tenor spread adjustment (“Spread AddOn”) and adding this to the New York Fed’s Overnight Bank Funding Rate (“OBFR”). OBFR has been identified as an
appropriate base rate because, like BSBY, it is market-driven, transaction-based, unsecured and reflects wholesale bank
funding. 3
The Spread Add-On is determined by averaging (i) the 5-year daily average spread of a BSBY tenor (tM) minus the
corresponding day's OBFR and (ii) the 5-day daily average spread minus the corresponding OBFR.
Spread = (5Y daily avg (BSBYtM - OBFR)) + (5D daily avg (BSBYtM - OBFR))
2
This Spread Add-On would be calculated using the above formula which equally weights a long-term average credit/liquidity
spread with a short-term average credit/liquidity spread. In this way, both long term and short term spread volatility are
equally accounted for.

3

For more details on the OBFR, please see here: https://www.newyorkfed.org/markets/reference-rates/obfr
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Figure 10 depicts the hypothetical performance of an overnight publicly available base rate plus Spread Add-On against
LIBOR 3M. 4
Figure 10

Calculation Waterfall Application
For clarity, once BSBY requires calculation at Level 6 of its Calculation Waterfall, the Spread Add-On will remain fixed as
initially calculated for the next 30 calendar days should BSBY again require calculation via Level 6. Each calculation day,
however, the BSBY rate calculation will begin at the first level (i.e., three-day window) before advancing, as and if needed,
through each step in the Calculation Waterfall.
Process & Timing
The changes proposed herein are informed by extensive engagements with various stakeholders, including key industry
groups. In an effort to ensure all interested BSBY users are provided an opportunity to provide input, however, the formal
consultation period will be open until November 1, 2021.
If these changes are approved via BISL’s index governance process after the conclusion of the consultation period, the BSBY
index team will make a public announcement detailing the specifics of the change and its implementation date.
The methodology changes outlined above are intended to work in conjunction with the contractual fallbacks in both loan
and derivative markets’ standard documentation. The BSBY index team continues to collaborate with relevant industry
bodies to ensure a comprehensive approach to rate resiliency and robust fallbacks.
Any questions, comments or suggestions should be directed to info@bloombergindices.com.

OBFR began publication in 2016 and BSBY’s backfilled history goes back five years (to 2016). Therefore, to approximate “OBFR plus Spread Add-On” during
March of 2020 (which would require data back to 2015 for both rates), proxy data which highly correlates with such rates has been used. I.e., Effective Federal
Funds Rate (EFFR) for OBFR and LIBOR 3M for BSBY 3M.
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BLOOMBERG, BLOOMBERG INDICES, the BLOOMBERG SHORT-TERM BANK YIELD INDEX (the “Index”) and BSBY are trademarks or
service marks of Bloomberg Finance L.P. Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates, including Bloomberg Index Services Limited, the
administrator of the Index (collectively, “Bloomberg”) or Bloomberg's licensors own all proprietary rights in the Index. Bloomberg does
not guarantee the timeliness, accuracy or completeness of any data or information relating to the Index. Bloomberg makes no warranty,
express or implied, as to the Index or any data or values relating thereto or results to be obtained therefrom, and expressly disclaims all
warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose with respect thereto. It is not possible to invest directly in an Index. Backtested performance is not actual performance. Past performance is not an indication of future results. To the maximum extent allowed by
law, Bloomberg, its licensors, and its and their respective employees, contractors, agents, suppliers and vendors shall have no liability or
responsibility whatsoever for any injury or damages - whether direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, punitive or otherwise - arising in
connection with the Index or any data or values relating thereto - whether arising from their negligence or otherwise. This document
constitutes the provision of factual information, rather than financial product advice. Nothing in the Index shall constitute or be construed
as an offering of financial instruments or as investment advice or investment recommendations (i.e., recommendations as to whether or
not to “buy”, “sell”, “hold”, or to enter or not to enter into any other transaction involving any specific interest or interests) by Bloomberg
or a recommendation as to an investment or other strategy by Bloomberg. Data and other information available via the Index should not
be considered as information sufficient upon which to base an investment decision. All information provided by the Index is impersonal
and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. Bloomberg does not express an opinion on the future or
expected value of any security or other interest and do not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment strategy of any
kind. Customers should consider obtaining independent advice before making any financial decisions. © 2021 Bloomberg. All rights
reserved. This document and its contents may not be forwarded or redistributed without the prior consent of Bloomberg.
The BLOOMBERG TERMINAL service and Bloomberg data products (the “Services”) are owned and distributed by Bloomberg Finance
L.P. (“BFLP”) except (i) in Argentina, Australia and certain jurisdictions in the Pacific islands, Bermuda, China, India, Japan, Korea and New
Zealand, where Bloomberg L.P. and its subsidiaries distribute these products, and (ii) in Singapore and the jurisdictions serviced by
Bloomberg’s Singapore office, where a subsidiary of BFLP distributes these products.
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